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[1] The impact of the heterogeneous lower mantle on the geomagnetic field is under debate,
especially the question of whether high‐latitude intense geomagnetic flux patches currently
observed at the core surface are stationary, oscillating, or drifting on longer time scales.
While the correlation between the location of these patches with that of similar patches found
in the time‐averaged paleomagnetic field may suggest stationary behavior, their variability
over archaeomagnetic time scales together with their weaker signature in the average
paleomagnetic field relative to the present geomagnetic field precludes such a scenario. Here
we use numerical dynamos with an imposed heat flux boundary condition based on
lower mantle tomography to study the behavior of such intense magnetic flux patches.
We design an algorithm to detect centers of intense flux patches and track their time
evolution. We find that the time‐dependent nature of those patches comprises oscillatory
motion about statistically preferred locations imposed by mantle control, with episodic drift
from one preferred location to the other corresponding to an azimuthal migration of fluid
downwelling structures that concentrate surface magnetic flux. This statistical behavior
provides a possible explanation for both the observed variability of high‐latitude patches on
the archaeomagnetic time scale and the similar locations of the current patches and the
weaker patches seen in the paleomagnetic field. Our simulations also show that the patches
exhibit more time dependence and less coherency in the southern hemisphere, leading to
a weaker time‐averaged patch signature in that hemisphere.
Citation: Amit, H., J. Aubert, and G. Hulot (2010), Stationary, oscillating or drifting mantle‐driven geomagnetic flux patches?,
J. Geophys. Res., 115, B07108, doi:10.1029/2009JB006542.
1. Introduction
[2] The geomagnetic field is generated by flows in an
electrically conductive fluid at Earth’s outer core in a process
known as the geodynamo. Over the past decade, many studies
investigated mantle control on the geodynamo [Glatzmaier
et al., 1999; Bloxham, 2002; Olson and Christensen, 2002;
Christensen and Olson, 2003; Aubert et al., 2007; Gubbins
et al., 2007; Willis et al., 2007; Amit et al., 2008]. Increas-
ing evidence suggests that the geodynamo is strongly influ-
enced by the heterogeneous lower mantle [e.g., Aubert et al.,
2008a]. The mechanism by which thermal mantle heteroge-
neity can produce non‐axisymmetric geomagnetic features is
rather well‐understood. Lower mantle thermal heterogeneity
and thermal core‐mantle coupling correspond to lateral var-
iations in the heat flux across the core‐mantle boundary that
induce thermal winds at the top of the core [Bloxham and
Gubbins, 1987]. The poloidal flow associated with this
thermal wind then concentrates the magnetic field at some
preferred locations. Somewhat surprisingly however, the
pattern of the time‐average magnetic field driven by a given
thermal mantle heterogeneity can vary significantly in numer-
icalmodels, depending on the chosenmodel parameters [Olson
and Christensen, 2002; Takahashi et al., 2008].
[3] A related issue is that of the nature of the time depen-
dence of the mantle‐controlled magnetic field. Two extreme
types of behavior have been found so far. In highly super-
critical numerical dynamos with comparable thermal and
magnetic diffusivities and no buoyancy sources or sinks,
magnetic field structures are too mobile for mantle control to
be detected in a snapshot. In those dynamos mantle signature
in the field can only arise robustly when considering long‐
term time‐averages over several magnetic diffusion times
[Bloxham, 2002; Olson and Christensen, 2002]. A more
detailed examination of the same type of models by Aubert
et al. [2007] nevertheless revealed that some mantle control
signature could be detected in maps of the core flow (rather
than of the field) averaged over intermediate time scales
equivalent to the historical time period. Another extreme type
of behavior can be found in slightly supercritical numerical
dynamos with magnetic diffusivity an order of magnitude
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smaller than thermal diffusivity, and a volumetric buoyancy
source. In those dynamos the magnetic field can become
locked to the boundary heterogeneities when those and the
underlying convection have comparable length‐scales, and a
strong thermal diffusion is used to allow the boundary
anomalies to penetrate and organize the flow in the shell. In
such dynamos a snapshot can thus already contain a clear
mantle control signature [Gubbins et al., 2007; Willis et al.,
2007].
[4] All those studies thus shed contradicting lights on the
long‐term behavior and possible persistence of the well‐
known high‐latitude intense magnetic flux patches found in
the modern and historical geomagnetic field [Jackson et al.,
2000; Hulot et al., 2002], the signature of which is also
found in some time‐average paleomagnetic field models
[Johnson and Constable, 1995, 1997; Kelly and Gubbins,
1997], but in a weak and not necessarily robust way [Carlut
and Courtillot, 1998; Khokhlov et al., 2001, 2006]. These
non‐axisymmetric features typically appear near the edge of
the tangent cylinder, most likely due to flow convergence at
these latitudes. In the present study we therefore focus on the
dynamics of these outer boundary magnetic structures and
further investigate whether mantle control results in station-
ary, oscillating or drifting magnetic flux patches. More spe-
cifically, we wish to characterize the attraction mechanism
by which the mantle heterogeneity may control such non‐
axisymmetric field features. A similar study of time‐
dependent mantle‐driven intense magnetic flux patches has
already been performed byBloxham [2002] using a numerical
dynamo model with an imposed spherical harmonic degree
and order two (Y2
2) boundary condition. Here however we
examine the same problem in greater detail.
[5] The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we
introduce our method. We use numerical dynamos with
imposed heat flux pattern on the outer boundary based on the
multiharmonic lower mantle tomography model of Masters
et al. [2000]. We investigate dynamo models with varying
control parameters, because as already pointed out, dynamo
properties, including the time‐average magnetic field, are
parameter‐dependent. We then introduce an algorithm to
analyze long time series of snapshots for identifying and
tracking the time evolution of intense magnetic flux patches.
This type of analysis provides a quantitative and objective
way of evaluating the nature of time dependence in the
mantle‐driven magnetic field. We report the results of our
analysis for each dynamo model and investigate the physical
mechanisms responsible for the time dependence of the
intense patches in section 3. Finally, section 4 discusses the
possible geophysical implications of our results.
2. Method
[6] We use self‐consistent 3D numerical dynamos in a
spherical shell with heterogeneous heat flux imposed on the
outer boundary based on the lower mantle tomography model
of Masters et al. [2000] (for control parameters, see Table 1;
for details on themethod, seeAubert et al. [2007]).With these
boundary conditions, the Rayleigh number is defined based
on the mean outer boundary heat flux q0 by Ra = ag0q0D
4/
kn, where a is thermal expansivity, g0 gravitational accel-
eration, D shell thickness, k thermal conductivity,  ther-
mal diffusivity and n kinematic viscosity [e.g., Olson and
Christensen, 2002]. We use highly supercritical models
with Ra/Rac ∼ 3–20 (where Rac is the critical value for the
onset of non‐magnetic convection). The thermal and mag-
netic diffusivities are of the same order of magnitude, and
no buoyancy sources or sinks are assigned. The models
were initialized using random fields and analysis commenced
after all fields reached statistical equilibrium. The models
yield dipole‐dominated surface magnetic fields with strong
time dependence, as in previous studies [e.g., Olson et al.,
1999].
[7] Because the magnetic Reynolds number in numerical
dynamos is of the correct Earth‐like order of magnitude, the
details of magnetic induction are assumed to be reasonably
modeled. We therefore consider the simulation output time in
units of magnetic diffusion times converted into equivalent
Earth years, so the dimensionalized time is obtained by fac-
toring the simulation time by 1Pm
D2
 where Pm is the magnetic
Prandtl number,D = 2200 km is the outer core shell thickness
and l = 1 m2/s is the core’s magnetic diffusivity [Secco and
Schloessin, 1989]. Each simulation was run for several
magnetic diffusion times. In case T0 (see Table 1) with a
Rayleigh number about five times critical the simulation was
run for 360 kyr. Snapshots of the radial magnetic field Br on
the outer boundary were taken every 530 years or so.
Although significant changesmay occur from one snapshot to
the next, these are usually close enough in time to allow
associating and tracking intense magnetic flux patches. In the
larger Ra number case T0hr (about 20 times critical) the
simulation was run for 450 kyr, in the smaller Ra number
case T0lr (about three times critical) the simulation was run
for 1130 kyr, and in the larger boundary anomaly q* case
T0hq the simulation was run for 405 kyr. In all cases the time
between successive snapshots, on the order of several cen-
turies, was again chosen to allow the tracking of intense flux
patches.
[8] Regions of intense patches are identified by searching
grid points where the absolute radial field is larger than a
critical threshold ∣Br(, )∣ > fb∣Br(, )∣max. This condition is
defined with respect to the instantaneous field.We set fb = 0.6
for all cases. We found that overall the sensitivity of our
results to fb is very weak. Figure 1 shows an example of a Br
snapshot from case T0 (top) and the extreme points identified
according to the above criterion. In the next step, we per-
form an algorithm based on the principles of the classical
connected component labeling method previously used in
geophysics for detecting mantle plumes in a mantle convec-
Table 1. Parameters Used in the Dynamo Simulationsa
Case q* Ra Ra/Rac E Pm Rm
T0lr 0.5 6 × 105 2.96 3 × 10−4 3 90
T0 0.5 1 × 106 4.94 3 × 10−4 3 125
T0hr 0.5 4 × 106 19.74 3 × 10−4 3 303
T0hq 0.75 1 × 106 4.94 3 × 10−4 3 126
aHeat flux based Rayleigh (Ra), Ekman (E) and magnetic Prandtl (Pm)
numbers (for definitions, see Olson and Christensen [2002]). The magni-
tude of the heat flux anomaly imposed on the outer boundary q* is defined as
the ratio of peak‐to‐peak to twice the mean heat flux. The level of convective
supercriticality is given by Ra/Rac. In all cases the Prandtl number is set to
Pr = 1. Also given the magnetic Reynolds number Rm = Pm
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2Ek
p
calculated
based on Ek, the kinetic energy density in the volume of the shell. All cases
have imposed tomographic outer boundary conditions. Case T0 is from Amit
et al. [2008].
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tion simulation [Labrosse, 2002]. The identified extreme
points are grouped based on the spherical distance between
one extreme point to another. Once all extreme points are
assigned to a given group, a center of mass is calculated for
each group. These centers of mass represent centers of intense
patches (Figure 1, bottom). When applying the same algo-
rithm for a higher Ra number (case T0hr), the identification
of patches works very well for this smaller scale dynamo as
well (Figure 2), although the small‐scales make the tracking
of patches more difficult.
[9] In each case the algorithm was implemented with the
same value of fb for all snapshots. For obtaining the locations
of the patches of the time‐average fields, however, we used
different fractional values denoted by h fbi (Table 2) in order
to adjust to the different length‐scales and different zonal
components in the time‐average maps. The time‐average
radial magnetic field of case T0 and the centers of mass
representing the centers of intense patches are shown in
Figure 3 (top right). The non‐axisymmetric structure in this
map, most notably the four high‐latitude intense normal
polarity patches (two in each hemisphere), will be used as
a reference state for the time‐dependent mantle‐controlled
field. The time‐average fields of cases T0lr, T0hr and T0hq
are also shown in Figure 3.
[10] Two patches in consecutive snapshots are labeled as
the same patch if the spherical distance between them is
smaller than a critical value. Because the temporal behavior
relies on the typical velocity of each model, for this critical
threshold we use relative values that correspond to an azi-
muthal distance dc = we DtRme/Rm, where we ∼ 0.2°/yr is an
upper bound longitudinal drift value based on inferred low‐
latitude fast drifting geomagnetic features and Rme ∼ 500 is
an estimated magnetic Reynolds number for Earth’s core
[Bloxham and Jackson, 1991], Dt is the time step, and Rm
is each model’s magnetic Reynolds number (Table 1). Our
choices of we and Rme are based on geophysical inferences.
Although these may be debated, they allow consistent com-
parison between the dynamo models.
[11] Movies of the surface radial magnetic fields (see
Br_movie_case.gif in the auxiliary material) are rich in dif-
ferent types of patches behavior, including drift, formation,
dispersion, merge and split.1 For an objective and simplified
analysis, we plot time series of the coordinates of the centers
of mass of the patches (e.g., Figure 4 for case T0). As time
progresses in these time series, each new color represents a
new patch. For a given color, positive/negative trends cor-
respond to eastward/westward patch drift in the longitude
curves, or northward/southward in the latitude curves. Com-
bining these time series and the movies allows objective
tracking of the time evolution of the intense patches.
[12] Time series such as Figure 4 can be analyzed syn-
thetically for integrated quantitative measures of the behavior
of the intense flux patches. First, we calculate the time‐
derivatives of their longitudes in order to distinguish between
semi‐stationary periods termed ‘St’ (characterized by small
time‐derivatives) and drifts (characterized by large time‐
derivatives), with the threshold being dc/2Dt = we Rme/2Rm.
We also distinguish between integrated amounts of time of
eastward and westward drifts (denoted by ‘Ea’ and ‘We’).
The absolute RMS drift rates (here without distinguishing
east or west) is also reported. Second, we quantify the time
dependence of the patches by their average and maximum
lifetimes ta and tm, and the probability p for each patch to be
found in the vicinity (15° longitudinal distance) of one of the
patches identified in the time‐averaged field (Figure 3). All
quantities are given for each hemisphere separately. The
analysis of the time series is summarized in Table 3. Sensi-
tivity tests based on half simulation times show fast conver-
gence with a confidence level of up to ±1%–2% in the values
of the synthetic analysis.
3. Results
[13] We first describe the intense magnetic field patches
identified in the time‐average Br maps (Figure 3). The
coordinates of the intense patches in the studied cases are
given in Table 2. The time‐average magnetic field exhibits
strong sensitivity to the dynamo control parameters. Only in
case T0 is the dominant Y2
2 pattern in the tomographic model
expressed by two intense patches in each hemisphere. In the
Figure 1. (top) Radial magnetic field on the outer boundary
of case T0 in an arbitrary snapshot at time t = 388.0 kyr,
(middle) with diamonds at extreme intense grid points and
(bottom) with diamonds at centers of mass. The field is given
in units of
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
0W
p
, where r is density, m0 is magnetic per-
meability of free space, l is magnetic diffusivity and W is
rotation rate.
1Auxiliary materials are available in the HTML. doi:10.1029/
2009JB006542.
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other cases only one patch or none (T0lr) is detected in the
southern hemisphere, and in case T0hq again only one patch
is detected in the northern hemisphere. The latitudes of all
intense flux patches in the time‐average Br maps are just on
the edge of the tangent cylinder, in the narrow range 64°–69°.
In contrast, the longitudinal positions exhibit a much broader
range. For example, the patch below Canada ranges between
200°E–260°E.
[14] Next we describe the time dependence of the intense
flux patches. Figure 4a shows the time series of the coor-
dinates of the centers of mass of the intense patches in the
northern hemisphere in case T0. Latitudinal variations are
small and confined to a narrow band near the edge of the
tangent cylinder where the time‐average patches are present.
We focus on the longitudinal time dependence. The time
evolution of the patches is generally composed of oscillations
about either of the two time‐average longitudes, with episodic
drift from one preferred longitude to another.
[15] The time series in the northern hemisphere of case T0,
together with the corresponding Br movie (Movie S1), sim-
plify the understanding of the time evolution of the intense
flux patches. Between 360 < t < 385 kyr a persistent intense
flux patch appears below Siberia with oscillations amplitude
of about ±45°. Then this patch drifts eastward until reaching
below Canada and remaining there between 400 < t < 425 kyr
with smaller oscillations of ±25°. Later follows an eastward
drift until reaching below Siberia again at about t = 440 kyr.
At t = 445 kyr the Siberian patch splits and starting from
around t = 450 kyr a patch appears below Canada until t =
490 kyr with oscillations of ±35°. Then it drifts and merges
with an emerging Siberian patch at t = 500 kyr. A new patch
emerges between the two fixed longitudes belowAlaska at t =
510 kyr, and remains there until t = 530 kyr. It then splits to
produce a Canadian patch which between 535 < t < 580 kyr
displays especially large oscillations of ±80°. It eventually
disperses and the Siberian patch prevails between 580 < t <
595 kyr with small oscillations of ±25°. Then a long period of
eastward drift starts in which the patch passes through Canada
and reaches Siberia at t = 640 kyr. Then a newCanadian patch
emerges and between 640 < t < 655 kyr both patches oscil-
lated little, the Canadian patch by ±20° and the Siberian by
±30°. At t = 660 kyr a new Siberian patch emerges, drifts
eastward, passes below Canada at t = 665 kyr, continues
eastward and bounces back westward to settle in Canada
between 670 < t < 690 kyr with small oscillations of ±20°.
The Canadian patch drifts eastward until reaching Siberia at
t = 710 kyr where it remains until the end of the simulation.
[16] Overall, intense flux patches spend more time below
Canada and Siberia, the locations of the time‐average non‐
axisymmetric magnetic field structures, than elsewhere. The
duration of a semi‐stationary phase ranges 15–45 kyr, but
some significant oscillations of up to ±20°–±45° about the
average longitude take place within such a semi‐stationary
period. Patches either disperse, split, merge or migrate from
one preferred location to another. In the northern hemisphere
of case T0, these drift events turn out to be more eastward
than westward. The duration of the drift of a patch from
Canada to Siberia or from Siberia to Canada is typically
shorter than the duration of a semi‐stationary phase of a patch
about one of these preferred longitudes. The drift events
take about 10–20 kyr, roughly twice shorter than the semi‐
stationary periods.
[17] Time‐derivatives of the northern hemisphere longi-
tude time series in Figure 4a allow the calculation of the
relative periods of semi‐stationarity, eastward and westward
drifts. The results of this analysis are given in Table 3. The
synthetic analysis confirms the qualitative interpretation of
Figure 4a. Intense patches remain near a preferred location
a comparable time to that spent drifting from one preferred
location to another. Eastward drifts occur more than west-
ward drifts in the northern hemisphere.
[18] Figure 5 shows four Br snapshots during an eastward
drift event. Starting from a semi‐stationary preferred location
near Canada, the patch drifts generally eastward for about
16 kyr, until reaching Siberia for the next semi‐stationary
Table 2. Fractional Threshold h fbi for Defining Extreme Points
for the Time Averages and the Resulting Coordinates of the Intense
Flux Patches at Each Hemispherea
Case h fbi NH SH
T0lr 0.95 (200.7,68.1), (115.9,68.2) –
T0 0.55 (259.5,64.3), (113.0,67.5) (354.1, −67.6), (143.7, −66.7)
T0hr 0.75 (248.9,64.1), (45.4,65.4) (208.8, −66.2)
T0hq 0.6 (239.9,64.5) (27.6, −69.0)
aNH/SH denote northern/southern hemisphere, respectively. Coordinates
are given in longitude and latitude.
Figure 2. Same as Figure 1 for case T0hr at time
t = 455.8 kyr.
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period. At most times along the drift event the patch is located
near the edge of the tangent cylinder. Occasionally the patch
splits into two patches and later regroups. During this event,
the drift is about half the calculated mean rate in the northern
hemisphere (Table 3), reflecting the non‐monotonous nature
of the drift.
[19] Next we examine the longitudinal time dependence of
the intense magnetic flux patches in the southern hemisphere
of case T0 (Figure 4b). The evolution of the patches is more
time‐dependent than in the northern hemisphere. Although
the intense patches still spend more time at the preferred
longitudes than elsewhere, they may often be found at other
locations. More patches with shorter average lifetime in
Figure 4b represent stronger time dependence as evident by
the smaller ta value. In contrast to the preferred eastward drift
in the northern hemisphere, the preferred drift direction in the
southern hemisphere is westward (Table 3).
[20] We repeat the same analysis for the higher Ra number
case T0hr (not shown). The tracking is more difficult when
the forcing is stronger due to the smaller scales of the mag-
netic field and the occasional emergence of low‐latitude
intense patches, some of which have a reversed polarity. The
strong time dependence in this case is reflected in the much
smaller ta and tm values than in case T0 in both hemispheres
(Table 3). Despite these difficulties, some phenomena ob-
served in case T0 can also be detected in case T0hr. The
patches spend more time around Canada and Europe in the
northern hemisphere and southeast Pacific in the southern
hemisphere (which are the preferred locations in this case)
than elsewhere. Large oscillations of ±50° about the mean
longitudes are observed. Stronger time dependence in the
southern hemisphere is expressed by smaller ta and tm. In
contrast, the azimuthal drifts from one preferred location
to another in both hemispheres are balanced. The lower
Rayleigh number case T0lr is characterized by patches with
short lifetime (Figure 6), especially in the southern hemi-
sphere, as expressed by the low ta value in Table 3. Magnetic
field locking is not observed, and the intense flux patches
display little preference in their longitudinal position.
[21] We also examine the sensitivity of the mantle‐driven
magnetic field behavior on the boundary anomaly amplitude.
In Figure 7 we show the time series in case T0hq which is
identical to case T0 except that the mantle heterogeneity is
increased by 50%, i.e., q* = 0.75 (Table 1). In this case
intense patches in the northern hemisphere oscillate about the
mean locations at most times, while dispersion and split
events are less frequent (see largest ta value in Table 3). In
contrast, in the southern hemisphere the time‐average intense
magnetic field patch is weaker, and often no patch is detected
in the snapshots (note lower ‘St’ and especially ta and tm
values in the southern hemisphere in Table 3). Also note that
in both hemispheres the westward drift is preferred, but much
more so in the southern hemisphere.
[22] Our analysis allows calculation of the probability p
for a patch to be in the vicinity of a preferred location. The
longitudinal distance between the time‐dependent Canadian
patch in the historical field of Jackson et al. [2000] with
respect to its counterpart in the paleomagnetic field of Kelly
and Gubbins [1997] is between 0°–25°, while with the
Siberian patch the range is 10°–16°, so we arbitrarily choose
15° longitude as a critical distance for defining vicinity.
The reference probability (when patches wander randomly
Figure 3. Time‐average radial magnetic field on the outer boundary of the four cases. Diamonds mark
centers of mass of intense patches. The field is given in units of
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
0W
p
.
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with no preferred location, as is the case for dynamos with
homogeneous boundary conditions) is therefore p1 = 8.3% for
cases with one time‐average patch, and p2 = 16.7% for cases
with two time‐average patches. The p values in Table 3 are
above these critical values for all cases. The strongest mantle
control appears as expected in case T0hq, where p/p1 ’ 2.9
in the northern hemisphere (with one preferred location) and
p/p1 ’ 2.0 in the southern hemisphere (also with one pre-
ferred location). The weakest control is found in case T0lr
where p/p2 ’ 1.1 in the northern hemisphere (with two pre-
ferred locations) while there is no preferred location in the
southern hemisphere.
[23] In three of the models, cases T0, T0lr and T0hq, a
single patch per hemisphere is often observed in the snap-
Figure 4. Time series of the (top) longitude and (bottom) latitude of the centers of mass of intense patches
(distinguished by different colors) in case T0 in the (a) northern and (b) southern hemispheres. Coordinates
units are in degrees. Dashed horizontal lines denote the coordinates of the patches identified in the time‐
averaged field in each hemisphere (Figure 3). As time progresses, each new color represents a new
patch. For a given color, positive/negative trends correspond to eastward/westward patch drift in the lon-
gitude curves, or northward/southward in the latitude curves.
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shots. The smallest number of patches is found in case T0hq,
in which the time‐average map also contains only one patch
per hemisphere. In contrast, more and smaller scale patches
are observed in the largeRa number case T0hr, typically three
per hemisphere. In all cases more patches per snapshot are
seen in the northern hemisphere than in the southern.
[24] Our results show significant case‐to‐case variations in
terms of drift directions. In case T0 the preferred drift is
eastward in the northern hemisphere and westward in the
southern, in cases T0lr and T0hq both hemispheres have
more westward drift, and in case T0hr the two directions are
comparable. We propose that the main mechanism respon-
sible for the drift of high‐latitude intense flux patches is
migration of fluid downwelling. High‐latitude intense
magnetic flux structures are maintained by surface conver-
gence associated with columnar cyclones [Olson et al., 1999;
Aubert et al., 2008b], so the flow near these patches has
a large field‐aligned component. This flow field relation is
demonstrated globally in Figure 8 for a series of three snap-
shots from case T0 (the same relations are found in the other
cases as well). As can be seen in the vorticity and divergence
images, centers of downwellings coincide with centers of
cyclones [Olson et al., 1999, 2002; Amit and Olson, 2004;
Amit et al., 2007]. Downwellings are also associated with
non‐axisymmetric intense magnetic field structures [Olson
and Christensen, 2002], as can be seen in the magnetic
field images, and thus the flow near these intense patches has
a large component parallel to Br‐contours and produces little
magnetic advection. We further demonstrate the significant
flow component along Br‐contours of an intense flux patch in
a close‐up of such a region in Figure 9. The drift of the intense
patches is therefore caused by migration of the downwelling
structures rather than magnetic flux advection by the surface
Figure 5. Eastward drift of a patch from a preferred location near Canada starting at time t = 692.1 kyr to a
preferred location near Siberia in case T0. The field is given in units of
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
0W
p
.
Table 3. Synthetic Analysis of Time Seriesa
Case St Ea We Ne Rate ta tm p p/pi
Northern Hemisphere
T0lr 43.3 23.3 32.8 −9.5 0.024 2.52 51.5 18.3 1.10
T0 52.5 28.1 19.4 8.7 0.024 3.97 24.0 30.4 1.82
T0hr 52.9 22.1 25.0 −2.9 0.082 1.64 15.1 21.6 1.29
T0hq 53.2 22.4 24.4 −2.0 0.025 4.94 47.6 24.0 2.89
Southern Hemisphere
T0lr 36.2 23.0 40.8 −17.8 0.025 2.12 24.2 – –
T0 49.7 19.9 30.4 −10.5 0.024 2.46 37.3 21.6 1.29
T0hr 48.8 22.9 28.3 −5.4 0.082 1.48 11.4 9.2 1.11
T0hq 40.0 19.2 40.8 −21.6 0.026 2.31 17.4 16.5 1.99
aRelative integrated durations of semi‐stationary events (denoted by ‘St’),
eastward/westward drifts (denoted by ‘Ea’/‘We’ respectively), all in %. The
net drift is defined by Ne = Ea − We. The threshold distinguishing semi‐
stationary events from drifts is dc/2Dt. The RMS values of the absolute
drift rates (denoted by ‘Rate’) are given in °/yr. The average and longest
lifetimes of patches ta and tm are given in kyr, and the probability p for
each patch to be found in the vicinity (within 15° longitude) of one of the
time‐average flux patches (computed as the relative time spent by all
patches within those vicinities) is given in %. The probability normalized
to the reference probability of being within such a vicinity by chance,
taking into account the number i = 1 or 2 (see Table 2) of patches in
the time‐average field, is given by p/pi. The analysis is given for each
hemisphere, with northern/southern hemispheres denoted by NH/SH,
respectively.
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flow. As a cyclone migrates, the magnetic patch in the old
location fades, either due to shear flow, magnetic diffusion or
advection. Once the cyclone settles in a new location, surface
convergence concentrates a new magnetic flux patch.
[25] In addition, the time‐average mantle‐driven flow
pattern may play a role in some secondary drifting effects.
Recall the net preferred drift Ne = Ea − We measuring the
difference between eastward and westward drifts, which we
computed for each case and in each hemisphere (Table 3).
Common to all cases is the north‐south dichotomy inNe, with
more negative (i.e. more westward) values in the southern
hemisphere. This dichotomy can be associated with the
mantle‐driven time‐average zonal velocity profile. In numer-
ical dynamos with homogeneous boundary conditions, this
profile is perfectly symmetric about the equator, with west-
ward polar vortices, eastward flow at high‐latitudes outside
the tangent cylinder, and weak flow at low and middle lati-
tudes [Aubert, 2005; Amit and Olson, 2006]. In all cases
considered in this study, however, the zonal part of the
imposed heat flux heterogeneity contains north‐south asym-
metry resulting in a similar asymmetry in the zonal thermal
wind, with more westward drift in the southern hemisphere
(as had also been noted by Amit and Olson [2006]). As can be
seen in Figure 10, surface zonal flows outside the tangent
Figure 6. Same as Figure 4 for case T0lr.
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cylinder are eastward from high‐latitudes down to nearly the
equator in the northern hemisphere. In contrast, eastward
zonal flows are confined to a narrow high‐latitude band in the
southern hemisphere with westward zonal flows prevailing at
midlatitudes. Magnetic advection may therefore play the
secondary role of dismantling magnetic flux patches by
meridional shear after a cyclone has migrated, and the
mantle‐driven zonal flow could provide more of this
meridional shear in the southern hemisphere.
[26] The mantle‐driven time‐average zonal velocity profile
may also provide a possible explanation for the stronger time
dependence in the southern hemisphere in all cases, expressed
by shorter semi‐stationary periods, smaller average patch
lifetime and smaller probability to be near a time‐average
location. Time‐average mantle‐driven meridional shear act-
ing on magnetic field structures in the southern hemisphere
splits and disperses these structures. This may be the rea-
son for the weaker time‐average magnetic flux patches in
the southern hemisphere with respect to the northern time‐
average intense patches (Figure 3).
[27] Finally, note that in both hemispheres the average
patch lifetime ranges ta ∼ 1–5 kyr in all cases, while the oldest
patches reach tm ∼ 10–50 kyr. While some patches have a
lifetime of only several vortex turnover times, others live as
Figure 7. Same as Figure 4 for case T0hq.
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Figure 8. Field‐flow relationship for three different snapshots in case T0. (top) The radial field Br is given
in units of
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
0W
p
, (middle) the radial vorticity wr, and (bottom) tangential divergence of the flowrh · ~uh
are in units of n/D2 where n in the kinematic viscosity and D is the shell thickness, time is in units of kyr.
Red/blue radial vorticities correspond to cyclonic/anticyclonic flow in the northern hemisphere (vice versa
in the southern hemisphere); red/blue tangential divergences correspond to upwelling/downwelling. Each
column corresponds to a different snapshot. The maps are centered at longitude 90W.
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long as a magnetic diffusion time. This disparity is a further
demonstration of the vigorous dynamics of the high‐latitude
intense patches in highly supercritical dynamos.
4. Discussion
[28] Due to computational limitations, and just like all
accessible numerical dynamo simulations, our simulations
operate in a parametric regime still very far from that of the
Earth’s core [Glatzmaier, 2002]. In addition, the models can
exhibit a broad range of behaviors and are very sensitive to
small changes in the control parameters. Any inference from
those simulations should thus be taken with great care.
However, probably the most important model parameter for
studying the kinematics of intense magnetic flux patches, as
we did in this study, is the magnetic Reynolds number, which
represents the ratio of magnetic advection to diffusion. In our
models, Rm is comparable to that of Earth’s core. It is
therefore quite reasonable to assume that the analysis in this
study could reflect, at least qualitatively, the behavior of
geomagnetic flux patches on various timescales.
[29] Our results would then suggest that some locking of
the magnetic field with respect to the mantle can occur in the
form of intense magnetic flux patches oscillating (signifi-
cantly) about a preferred location, but also episodically dis-
appearing, reappearing or drifting from one preferred location
to another. These drift events are caused by azimuthal prop-
agation of fluid downwelling structures. Our numerical
dynamo models are within the commonly used parameter
regime of highly supercritical Ra numbers [e.g., Christensen
et al., 1999] in which vigorous convection results in chaotic
dynamics and strong secular variation. This choice is
supported by parametric studies which suggest high super-
criticality in Earth’s outer core [Christensen and Aubert,
2006]. It is important to note that this is a very different
choice from that of using slightly supercritical (Ra/Rac < 1.5)
Figure 9. Close‐up of (top) velocity and (bottom) magnetic field at the top of the free stream of a snapshot
from case T0 at t = 471.1 (Figure 8, left). Colors represent radial components; arrows indicate tangential
components. The field is given in units of
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
0W
p
; the flow is given in units of n/D. Maximum tangential
flow is 134.5, maximum tangential field is 2.8.
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conditions, in which the time dependence is very weak and
the magnetic field at a snapshot is very similar to the long‐
term time‐average leading to locked dynamos [Gubbins et al.,
2007; Willis et al., 2007]. Interestingly a different type of
model was recently introduced by Sreenivasan and Gubbins
[2008] with imposed Y2
2 temperature boundary condition, and
in which partial locking with some mobility was also found.
They obtained locked magnetic fields using more realistic
parameters than Willis et al. [2007], i.e. higher Rayleigh
numbers and order one magnetic Prandtl numbers, by
assigning volumetric buoyancy sinks that correspond to
compositionally dominated convection. These sinks produce
Figure 10. Time‐average zonal profiles of azimuthal velocities (a) in the shell and (b) at the top of the free
stream for each case considered in this study. In Figure 10a, red/blue denote eastward/westward flow; con-
tours represent meridional circulation (solid/dashed denote anticlockwise/clockwise flow). The flow is
given in units of n/D.
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vigorous convection at depth but weaker convection or even
stable stratification at the top of the shell. The resulting
magnetic flux patches in those models are more mobile (i.e.
less locked) than those of Willis et al. [2007]. Sreenivasan
and Gubbins [2008] argued that this time dependence of
the patches is in agreement with the geomagnetic observa-
tions. Those results therefore agree with our findings that an
intermittent regime of oscillatory motion about preferred
locations with episodic drift from one location to another
could indeed apply to the Earth’s dynamo.
[30] Our quantitative synthetic analysis brings interesting
additional insight for reconciling features observed in his-
torical, archaeomagnetic and paleomagnetic field models.
In our simulations intense magnetic flux patches spend more
time at the preferred locations assigned by the mantle
heterogeneity than elsewhere, while being mobile, thus pro-
ducing a reduced signature in the paleomagnetic field. In our
models the probability of a patch to be near a preferred
location (represented by p in Table 3) ranges ∼10%–30%.
Low probabilities occur when very weak convection results
in weak mantle control or when very vigorous convection
causes strong time dependence, while high probabilities (or
partial locking) is favored for intermediate Ra numbers and
when the boundary heterogeneity is enhanced. We therefore
propose that the present intense geomagnetic flux patches are
at their preferred locations due to a high probability, but that
they often drifted in the past, thus producing a reduced
signature in the paleomagnetic field. We note, however,
that while the number of patches per snapshot varies with
time, our models often exhibit snapshots with one patch per
hemisphere, as opposed to the two patches prevailing in the
current geomagnetic field.
[31] Bloxham [2002], inspired by earlier work of Sarson
et al. [1997] who did not use a fully 3D dynamo model,
already pointed out that imposing a Y2
2 heat flux pattern on
a numerical dynamo can lead to time‐averaged magnetic flux
patches comparable to those found in the paleomagnetic field,
while patches exhibit significant mobility, with some periods
characterized by less than two patches, and other periods with
more than two patches. The present study concurs with that of
Bloxham [2002] and provides a general framework for
understanding the intriguing fact that the present locations
of the high‐latitude intense geomagnetic field patches are
quite close to those tentatively found in models of the
time‐averaged field over the past few Myr [Johnson and
Constable, 1995, 1997; Kelly and Gubbins, 1997] whereas
the non‐dipole field in most of those models is much weaker
than the present non‐dipole field [e.g., Johnson and Constable,
1995] and archaeomagnetic field models show that those
patches have significantly migrated over the past 7000 years
[Korte and Constable, 2005].
[32] Finally, our results also show that the time‐averaged
field displays weaker, and sometimes less, patches in the
southern hemisphere than in the northern hemisphere. This
we noted could be due to a stronger meridional shear in the
mantle‐driven zonal flow in the southern hemisphere, reducing
the lifetime of intense patches there. If the mechanisms at
work in our models are indeed reflected in the paleomagnetic
field, it should have a weaker non‐zonal signature in the
southern hemisphere. However, current paleomagnetic field
models do not have enough spatial resolution to confirm or
dispute this result [Johnson and McFadden, 2007]. Future
improvements in modeling the geomagnetic field on various
time scales and better understanding of the thermal hetero-
geneity of the lower mantle will shed more light on the
behavior of intense geomagnetic flux patches and allow this
scenario to be further tested.
[33] Acknowledgments. Numerical calculations were performed at
the S‐CAPAD, IPGP. This is IPGP contribution 2599. We thank two anon-
ymous reviewers for their useful comments that improved the manuscript.
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